The Next Pandemics
McKana, 9/11/2020
2 Corinthians 13:1 (KJV)
This is the third time I am coming to you. In the mouth of two or three witnesses shall every word be
established.
Here are two prophetic words from two sources given in two far apart times, one old, we all have seen
repeatedly and one recent. What the Lord showed me in one of the posts I presented here is people
droping dead right in front of my eyes. I developed one blister/boil on my neck on the right side which
is very irritating. I pinched and threw it to the ground. It looks it is the same sickness.
We have read much about the next pandemics from different sources and these two prophetic words
will give us a better look of what the next few days are holding.
------------/////////----------

The disease started with white blisters, some the size of a dime, appearing on the hands, arms
and face of the victims. The blisters quickly developed into white puffy sores. Those with the
disease would stumble around and fall over dead. Many died within a short time, perhaps 24
hours.
I also saw other people with a flu-like virus that spread more quickly than the first disease. The victims
had blood coming from their nose, mouth, eyes, and ears. These people died even faster of this
disease than the ones who had the first sickness. These diseases became wide-spread across the
United States with hundreds of thousands infected.
The same sores and the same types of sickness and disease that were plaguing the U.S. had also
been unleashed in Israel.
http://woodyoubelieveit.blogspot.com/2009/02/sarah-menet-prophecy-teotwakibad-juju.html

Be Prepare | The Next Pandemic!
(Prophet Sadhu Sundar Selvaraj April 7, 2020)
Time points 11:50-24:00
Another worse than corona virus is going to come. When that comes, it will make corona like Childs
play. When this great wind comes, it will sting people like a hornet stinger. When a hornet stings a
person, a person feels hot like fire like sensation, andswelling like boils appear on their bodies. In the
same manner, when this wind stings a person, that person will feel like fire over them, and the
temperature will rise above 100degrees Ferhanite, above 38 degrees centigrade. The feeling will be
like fire burning all over the body and fever will shoots up in their bodies more that 100degrees and
Boils will develop all over their faces and bodies specially in the chest area. These are the physical
symptoms when this virus stinks. Doctors and scientist will be baffled and perplexed at not been able
to discover at all any medicine or vaccine for this. --------.by the time they claim they discovered
something for corona, this hornet will sting. This time doctors and scientists will not be able to discover
any way how this virus works and they will not be able to discover any medicine or vaccine.
---------.The plague which is coming next will be similar to corona virus, little similar to that, but there
is something different. There will be a lot of stings on the virus strain (lots of spikes.)------. This new
virus is like a dart, pricks the skin and gainful. It is not only a virus that will sting on your skin, like
a hornet stings, it will sting all over the body. I will now tell you what the holy spirit revels to me now.
When the hornet stings you, its stinger sticks to the skins. That releases the poison. In the same manner,
when this virus enters into a persons body, specially flowing in the blood stream, the stings(spikes) all
over the virus strain it will begins to sting on the blood vessels and the poison is released into the
blood stream. That will cause great amount of fatalities. (Rapture of the blood vessels and bleeding???)
The next plague/Pandemic is not controllable.

In the time of King Ezekias, Isaiah, a plague came over the army of Assyria and killed 185, 000
overnight. That is the Biblical plague of the old times.
Be Prepare | The Next Pandemic Prophet Sadhu Sundar Selvaraj April 7, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MhgY7xcaoIY
Some more recent posts:July on-Food shortge, economy fails, riot and looting. Matial law and anarchy, another pandemic
https://444prophecynews.com/coercion-daughterofthelord/
The next pandemic
This virus will be different than before and cause many to fall at death’s door. It will be a plague of
long ago that will cause boils to grow. You must remain in me regardless of what you see
https://444prophecynews.com/coercion-daughterofthelord/

